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This all-in-one vocal manipulation software offers hours of fun. Turn on controls to your voice or try the extra packs. Play with fun pre-installed voices and change the sound quality on how you talk to MorphVOX. Become a different person by changing the way you sound. MorphVOX is bursting with exciting features and tools that allow you
to try out different ways of speaking. Enrich your gaming experience with the well-coordinated support for online chats. Headsets This program is compatible with headsets with minimal hassle and the setup is straightforward. Voices like a scary giant or graceful pixie of your online character made RPG a more immersive experience. Add
the perfect touch to your audio project or movie using MorphVOX. The high-quality audio and voice learning algorithm complements your speech patterns and adapts to you. This feature constantly updates the software to fit the voices it hears and offers the best quality sounds, and MorphVOX will add a polished finish to your project. Play
the ultimate fun on your friends. You can sound like an animal, alien, or just a grumpy old man. If you don't want to go too far, try the background tool. This feature will play any mood noise of your choice while talking. Trick your friends or work colleagues into thinking you're in a traffic jam or a party. Noise cancellation is great and will stop
the receiver hearing the actual background sounds of your location. MorphVOX is well designed and the tools are of high quality. It's a bit pricey, which is off-putting for some. Additional voting packages are available for purchase. Where can you run this program? This software runs on Windows Vista for Windows 10, but works best on
Windows 7. Is there a better alternative? No. This program has all the features you would need to manipulate your speech. If you want a free version, check out Voicemod.MorphVOX is impressive and definitely hits all the right notes. It works well and offers varied and useful tools. This could be improved by offering free additional
packages, but all votes can be fine-tuned, so you may not need to pay for additional packages. Do you need to download it? Yes. If you are looking for an easy to use voice graduation software, this is a great product to invest in. Windows 10 is widely recognized for being one of the best Windows versions for quite some time. With clean
lines, familiar-yet-cool interface, and many technical upgrades, it's already the most popular version of Windows and effectively makes up for the parody that was Windows 8, apparently having taken the most jarring features and rounded them off until they've become really useful. Microsoft's back on form with an ever-improving version of
WindowsWindows 10 has been with us since 2015, and in time it has had a chance to help Microsoft claw its way back from the brink. Brink. the unquestioned disaster that was Windows 8, Microsoft seems to have done exactly what you would hope a company would do after extensive feedback take a closer look, decide what to do, and
fixed, improved, removed the most onerous aspects. What has resulted is one of the best Windows operating systems in years. From the moment you first fire up Windows 10, it looks and feels smooth and fluid. If you enable it in the initial setup process, you can log on with your finger or biometric data, which means you can kiss old
school passwords goodbye. Windows Hello also works on tablets, phones, and workout tapes running Windows 10.Live tiles are unfortunately still present, but they can be disabled through a time-consuming but feasible manual process. Pleasingly, Microsoft seems to have accepted feedback that the original version of Live Tiles was not
entirely friendly to traditional keyboard and mouse users, and in this version has made sure that although they are still present, they are much easier to use when you are not in tablet mode. If you're a voice control fan, the changes windows 10 has brought to Cortana, Microsoft's voice assistant, will be right up your alley. Previously,
Cortana was closely linked to search, but can now be used in the same way you'd use a voice assistant elsewhere to open apps, find contacts, start emails, and more. Of course, if you're not a fan of voice control, you can disable the service so the lovely Cortana doesn't make a peep. The development of Windows 10's browser, Edge, is
also proven to be interesting. Describing something as a result from Internet Explorer is not really fair, but Microsoft continued and polished until Edge was ... well, actually a pretty legitimate browser option. It came to iOS and Android in 2017, Mac in 2019 and now, as it stands as the default browser on Windows 10, it's actually worth a
look, especially since it's fully integrated with Cortana.From a visual perspective, Windows 10 is arguably beautiful. It also offers plenty of tweaks for power users, including the ability to change an individual screen on multi-monitor set-ups. If you choose the polar opposite, there's a convenient switch tablet mode, so as soon as you take
your tablet off (if that's how you scroll), tablet mode is automatically activated. It's also pleasingly fast and fluid, no matter what mode you use, with startup being particularly fast. Windows 10 also has a good relationship with other apps and platforms you might use together. Universal apps, applications that can be used across all Windows
devices, function and they are many and varied. The Microsoft App Store makes it very easy to install apps as long as you're happy to use the App Store instead of downloading a standalone Windows app, and finally, if you're a gamer Like the Xbox game pass, as it allows you to play your Xbox games on any device running Windows (for
some reason) through the Xbox app. It's a paid service, but if you're already shelling out, you'll appreciate the flexibility. In total, Windows 10 is a breath of fresh air for the Windows user. Mircosoft may have stumbled in the past, but when it comes to operating systems, they seem to be firmly back on track. Where can you run this
program? Windows 10 can be used on PCs, tablets, smartphones, embedded systems, Xbox One, Surface Hub and Mixed Reality.Is a better alternative? Unless you're a hardened Mac user, no! Windows 10 is the best Windows OS that has been launched in quite some time. Windows 10 was exactly what the world needed from
Microsoft. It's a great operating system that's flexible, smart and convenient. Sure, haters are going to hate, and Mac fanboys will fanboy, but anyone with a reasonable approach to operating systems has to realize that as they go, Windows 10 is an excellent option. Considering that most people don't have a huge level of choice when it
comes to operating systems, we should be really pleased that within reach of what's on offer, we've got Windows 10.Should you download it? Absolutely. If you're using a Windows PC, there's no conceivable reason why you shouldn't. Tom's Guide is supported by his audience. When you buy through links on our website, we can earn an
affiliate commission. Get more See more See more See more A wonderful thing about computers, like cars, is that there is one out there for everyone. But in recent weeks I've been particularly sensitive to a trend I really don't understand: Computers, or cases for those that don't seem to be designed with their users in mind. This is
because they too blatantly skirt certain extremes when both the systems - and their intended buyers - seem to be better off sticking closer to the middle of the road. Let's start small. If you are familiar with Alienware computers yore (you know, from two years ago or earlier), then you have seen some of the most eye-catching and
demonstrative cases ever. Looking as if they took their cues from Ridley Scott's Alien, they were stacked with fins, suave curves, and piercing light effects with a futuristic sheen. Sure, many of these systems were also slapped with obscene prices (I once reviewed a going to - no joke - $8,000), but they were loaded with ultra-powerful
hardware and more than enough room for the lucky owner to make changes as the technology evolved. The company's latest release, the X51, strolls down the opposite road (pictured above left and below). It is positioned as a gaming computer that fills about the same space as an Xbox, at a cost ($699 to boot) more respect for our
current economic climate. a system this little little a lot of compromises need to be made: Its components are stacked in tight, unfriendly ways within the small chassis ()MaximumPC published a luminous deep dive a few weeks ago), so upgradeability is severely limited; and it requires the use of (sigh) an external power supply (maxing out
at only 330 watts at the highest end configuration). Who's x51 for? Console gamers won't care much about it because it won't be much more powerful than the machine they already have, and a keyboard, mouse, and (probably) external screen will be more messy than, say, a PlayStation with all trimmings. Serious PC gamers will either
laugh at it or react in horror: Even the top configuration is rather undersized from an objective point of view, and the small amount of extra space in the matter, the bizarre organization of the parts, and the pathetic power supply prevent even the most enterprising from tricking it out. The target audience seems to be people who want to play
PC games on a not too bulky desktop, but don't go overboard about it. Is it a hot market? Business and secondary home use has always been ideal for this kind of miniaturization, because these programs require neither insane specs nor constant tweaking. But PC games are different. We're just starting the new generation of graphics
card releases, and Intel's Ivy Bridge processors are slated to debut this spring. And without a path for the user to make improvements, new games will likely struggle within a year or two - long before the system's lifetime (or warranty) has expired. The X51 may be the size of a console, but it's not a console. Every sector of the PC industry
moves faster, and any computer that doesn't take it into account seems to me like a risky investment – especially when it costs a lot more, even before you start factoring in games to play on it. In fairness, the X51 is getting some good reviews: CNET, HotHardware, and PCMag have swarmed about it. And if your needs or desires are
limited, there doesn't seem to be much doubt that this will do the job for you. But it's still a one-time system that likes most to make non-enthusiasts feel better about themselves when in fact it will have the opposite effect when they want to upgrade later – and find out they can't. Next page: The groundbreaking opposite end of the spectrum
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